In this paper we present a model theory of the interior operator on product topologies with continuous functions. The main results are a completeness theorem, an axiomatization of topological groups, and a proof of an interpolation and definability theorem.
0. Introduction and basic results. This paper develops a model theory for L(/")"eú), the interior operator logic, which is analogous to the author's development for L(Q")n(Eu>, the "open set" quantifier logic, in [16] . The significant difference is that L(I")n(Eu satisfies an interpolation and definability theorem in marked contrast to L(Q")nea.
Another contrasting result is an omitting types theorem for L(I")nSa.
These results were obtained by the author shortly after the results contained in In §1 we prove a completeness theorem for L(I")n^<jl. This proof uses the ideas developed for L(Q")neu. We also show that if an L(I")nfEa theory has a Hausdorff topological model then it has a 0-dimensional normal topological model. Another result presented in this section is an axiomatization for the L(I) theory of topological groups.
We conclude this paper by presenting a proof of a Robinson joint-consistency theorem for L(I")n(Eo!. This result implies both interpolation and definability. Thus L(I")nea has a more "smooth" model theory than L(Q")n£a. Another result is the omitting types theorem.
We will assume that the reader is familiar with the basic results of model theory. Definition 1. If we take a first order model 91 and a, Ç 9(A) then we call (9i,a,, q2, q3, . . . ) a weak model for L(I")n£u. If each a, is a topology on A then (21, a,, q2, a3, . . . ) is called topological. A topological model (91, a,, a2, . . . ) is called complete if each qk is the kth topological product of a, on A. We will abbreviate (31, qx, q2, q3, . . . ) by (91, q).
The formulas of L(In)n^u are defined analogously to first order logic with the additional clause:
If <p is a formula and xx, . . ., xn are distinct variables, then I"xx, . . . , x"cp is also a formula (xx, . . . , xn occur free in I"xx, . . . , xn<p). Again we abbreviate I"xx, . . . , xnq) by Ixq>.
Since the language L(I") is not closed under substitution of free variables, we introduce the following notation to take the place of substitution.
Definition. Given «-tuples of variables x and substitutable terms k, <p[k] denotes the formula 3x(/\"_xx¡ = k¡ A <p)-
The notion of an «-tuple a,, . . . , a" £ A satisfying a formula <p(vx, . . . , v") of L(I")n<Ea in a weak model (91, q) is defined in the usual manner by induction on the complexity of <p and is denoted by (91, q) N <p [a] . The only difficult case is the Ix(p case: It can be shown by induction that for a S A ", a sentence <p[a] holds in (2t, a, q) iff (91, q) N rjp[a] as previously defined. Remark . Notice that by our definition of ^ , Ixq> is the interior of the set defined by <p in a topological model. (if) Let 2* be a maximal consistent extension of 2 with witnesses using cp[c] instead of <p(c). As in the proof of the completeness theorem for first order logic take 21 to be the model generated by 2*.
Define qk = {{a|/x<p[a] G 2*}|<p is a formula of L(In)"^a(A)}. We claim (91, q) models 2*. We prove this by induction on the / complexity of <p that, for every formula <p(x) and «-tuple a, <p [ Using (A4), (A3) and the fact that Vx((Ix\p) A <P «-» (/x^)) G 2* we obtain that Vx(/x»// -» 7x<p) G 2*. Thus we have 7xrp[a] G 2*.
Let ql be the topology generated by qk. By axioms (Al), (A2), (A4) we know that qk is a basis for q^. We claim (2L q) =;.</" w^OM*)- <¡p [a] . A sequence (2ta, qa), a < y, of weak models is said to be an elementary chain if and only if we have (9ta, qa) -< (91^, q^) for all a < ß < y.
The union of an elementary chain (2ta, q"), a < y, is the weak model (21, q) = U "<y(2I0, qa) such that 9Í = U a<72ta and qn = {S c /i"| for some /8 < y, ß < a < y implies S n A£ G a").
These definitions enable us to state:
Theorem 4. Lei (2Ia, q"), a < y, be an elementary chain of weak models of (A0)-(A4) and let (21, q) be the union. Then, for all a < y, (%a, qa) < (21, q).
We conclude this introduction by stating an omitting types theorem whose proof is similar to the one found in Keisler [7] . Theorem 5. Let T be a set of sentences of L(I")nea containing (A0)-(A4) and Sn(yn , . . . , y ), « G to, be sets of formulas of L(I")n<Eu. If T is consistent and omits each 2" then t has a weak model which omits each 2".
Remark. In this section we could have developed a theory of weak models using fewer axioms than (A0)-(A4) for our definition of 1=. For brevity and directness we restricted the scope of the results to interior operators. Let <pa, a G J, be a collection of («a, wa)-ary relations which satisfy (A8C ), a G J. There is trouble later on if the rpa are formulas of L(I") since L(I") is not closed under substitution. We will restrict the <pa to be relations defined by formulas of L for convenience and clarity.
Let <p~x = {(b, a)|(a, b) G <pa} be the inverse relation of tpa, a G J. We then define a collection of (definable) relations as follows (cf. The intuitive meaning of WT is that it is the smallest collection of definable relations containing WT0 and closed under composition, projection, products and mappings of the variables. Hence, since each <pa satisfies (AS^), a G /, and (91, q) models (AOJ-ÍAS^ ), a G J, we have that each <p G WT takes definable open sets to definable open sets.
Define a*, « G co, as follows: q* is the topology generated by {<p(n¿_,-B,)| each Bj G qk or Bj G {^lß.)ßeD for 1 < / < k, tp G WT and rp maps into A"}. <p(C) means {b|(9i, q) 1= <p(c, b) and c G C}.
We now state the following important lemma whose proof is analogous to Lemma 
in [16].
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Proof. We need only prove this for countable 2 since then by using Theorem 2 we have it for all 2 and (A0)-(A8,p ), a G J. Let (2t, q) be a topological model of 2. This is possible since 2 is consistent with (A0)-(A4) and Theorem 2.
We will assume that we have some countable enumeration of the "potential" basic open sets of (2t, q*), i.e., 0| = fl <Pß.(]JBk) where without loss of generality we can assume that B, = % for 1 < / < n and B, = 0Ä G qyi for k > I > n. Also we take an enumeration of ak(xx, . . ., x^) of the formulas of L(I")n£u(A).
We want to define o¡ C A, I < i < n, such that and also to somehow guarantee that if a(x) is a formula of L(I")nSu, a G Am, and
We claim that the bk+x, . . . , bfk + X) can be picked such that If we omit (A8C ), a G J, then we obtain the following interesting corollary. Proof. An easy application of the main completeness theorem. Proof. We need only show the lemma for countable 2; then using the compactness theorem we obtain it for all 2. Let (9t, q) be a. countable topological model of 2 and (A0)-(A8 ), a G J, where the a, are generated by the definable open sets.
As in the proof of Lemma 7 we want to obtain (91, q*) from <%,, A -% and (91, q) such that [^p-"*> Q % and [<pf***> Q A -% and (91, q) < (91, q*).
We will define, as in Lemma 7, % and A -% by induction. To do this, suppose we have defined /-,,..., r^k) for % and sx, . . . , s/(fc) for A -% up to stage k. Now we will define rfik)+ " . . ., rÂk+X) for % and sm+ " . . . , sfik+ X) for A -%.
Again without loss of generality we have 0^ = H "L \WßQ{Bk) where Bx = %. and B2 = A -ali. We will define the r's and s's such that r, j= s} for 1 < i j*j < f(k + 1) and such that if Note. Again the proof of Lemma 3.1.5 in [16] should be corrected along the lines of this proof since it is incorrect as published. The verification of (91, q) -< (91, q*), however, is correct.
Corollary
14. Let S be a countable L(I")n(Ea theory. Then 2 is consistent with (A0)-(A8Ç) ), a G I, and Ixy(x ¥=y)<r+ x ^y if and only if 2 has a second countablê -dimensional metrizable complete topological model where each <pa is continuous.
Proof. Use the fact that a second countable, regular and Hausdorff space is metrizable.
Let L(I) be the sublanguage of L(I")nlEu in which the interior operator Ix is only applied to the single variable x.
We now study the interrelation of L(I) theories and L(I")nfEu theories. The reason for this is that in L(I")n(Ea we have a method of expressing the fact that a function is continuous in a product topology. It is thus natural to ask what conditions on functions (or relations) in an L(I) theory 2 are necessary to insure that they can be interpreted as continuous functions in some L(I")nfEa theory extending 2.
The following definition and theorem formalize this. Consider a group (G,-). Now take a topology t on G. We call (G,-,t) a topological group if ~x and • are continuous maps into G. Other definitions of topological-algebraic structures, e.g. a topological vector space, often appear in mathematics. Using Theorem 16 we are now able to give an L(I) axiomatization of their L(I) theories. For more details on topological groups, etc., see [5] .
We formalize these comments in the following corollary. Let Cn(7jÄ) be the set of consequences of Tf in L(I")n(Ea (A u {a,, . . . , an}).
We claim that Cn(Tf) u Cn(T%) is consistent. To prove this, suppose not; then for some 9 we have that 9 G Cn(Tf) and -, 9 G Cn(7f). That is to say,
Replacing a,, . . . , a" by z,, . . ., zn and generalizing we obtain Similarly for L2(In)"^ in place of Lx(I")n£u. Let (31", q") be the topological model generated by U "="(91,, q') and (93", r") be the topological model generated by U ,e«(®i> Ó-Because the qk and r'k are generated by the definable open sets we see that (21", q") N Tx, (93", r") N T2. We also know that 31" \ L = 93" \ L.
(*) Define (D, p) = (91" u 93", (r? u qx)*, {•% U q2)*, . . . ) where {tf u q?)* is the topology generated by the definable sets of tf U a" and 31" u 93" is the L, u L2 model formed from 31" and 93" using (*).
We claim that (31", q") < (Q, p) and (93", r") -< (Q, p).
This implies that ({Q, p) N Tx u T2.
We will show (21", q") -< (Q, p) and the other equivalence follows by analogy. This assertion follows easily from the claim that for each \p(x) a formula of Lx(In)n<Ba(Aa) which we prove by induction on the complexity of \p(x).
The only difficult case is the Ix case. Suppose ^(x) = Ix<p. Since a" Ç p¡ we obtain that 
